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PER CURIA}! 

The Department of Industry, Labor and Human Relations and the 

claimant, George R. Waters, appeal from a judgment which reversed a 

decision of the Department. The Department had determined that Waters 

h·aa-··not····been····discharged·····f·rom~-his· emp·loyment-=·wi·th""'-the .respondent .. , ...... Eastex. 

Packaging Company, for misconduct within the meaning of sec. 108.04 (5), 

Stats., and was thus eligible for W1employment compensation benefits. 

After an initial investigation, a deputy of the Department 

issued a determination holding that the employee was discharged for 

misconduct connected with his employment and consequently was ineligible 

for benefits. Waters appealed and a hearing was held before an appeal 

tribunal which subsequently reversed the deputy's initial determination 

and allowed benefits. The employer petitioned the Industry, Labor and 

Hwuan Relations Commission for review of the appeal tribunal's decision. 

The Ccr;--.rr.ission thereafter issued its decision wI'..erein it adopted the 

findi,,9:; o:" f<::.ct ;::ade by t."-1.e appeal tribunal u.;i.d affirmed that decisicn. 

Findings of facts maCe by the appeal tribunal and aCopted by the 

Commission include the following: 

"ThP Q'fl'>r,1o:'~P workec'f in various capacities for the 
employer, a procG.ssor o:: pack.2.gir,g mate=ials, Curing about 
16 x:ionthd. His last day of ·.vork was Oc~ober 3, 1975 (week 
40). On that Cay, t..7.e e::'tployee workeC. as a 'stock-ht:.stler. 1 

After two weeks during ~:i:..:..cj1 he wa.s suspcr.G.ed for disciplinary 



reasons, he was discharged as of October 17, 1975 (wetk <!2). 

"The employer asserted as the reasons for discharge 
th lt while the employee was oiling a machine, ·after having· 
been told not to do so by his foreman, the oil can he was 
us).ng fell into the I:'achine and did considerable damage-. 

11 cn October 2, 1975 (week 40), the emplc .. ·:e had been 
told by his foreman not to 'oil the machines' , ... ,~ter he had 
suggested to the foreman that he oil the compressor motor 
which formed a part of one of two presses to which he was 
assigned. He had never oiled the compressor motor, but had 
oiled a different part of that press. Pri6r to October 2nd, 
he had never been told by a supervisor either to oil, or nOt 
to oil, the press or any part of the press. 

11 Where an employee's action, in disregard of explicit. 
instructions, causes considerable loss to an employer, that 
action may constitute misconduct within the meaning of the 
unemployment compensation act ... In this case, however, 
the foreman's instructions were not explicit as to the parts 
of the press which the employee began·to oil. The word 
'machines' waS ambi~uous. Moreover, the employee did not 
deliberately disregard instructions. He, oiled a part of the 
press which he had previously oiled~ Gross or extreme care
lessness amoW1ts to misconduct . . . However, a single mis
take, even by a worker chargeable with a high degree of care 
will not constitute misconduct 'in the absence of facts or 
circumstances indicating a disregard of the employer's in
terests . . . ' 

"This was an isolated instance of carelessness, the 
employee's conduct did not evince any willful, intentional 
and substantial disregard of his employer's interest. 

"The appeal tribunal therefore finds that in week 42 
of 1975, the employee was discharged, but not for misconduct 
connected with hi_s employment within the meaning of sec. 
108. 04 (5) of the statutes." 

After -affirmance by the Commission, the employer sought further 

review in the Dane county circuit court. On review, the co.urt reversed 

the finding of eligibility concluding that based on the testimony pre

sented, there was only· orie reasonable inference whtch could .be drawn 

from the evidehCe presented to the Commission; that the drawing of 

that inference was therefore a question• of law by the Commission. 

According to the circuit court, the only reasonable inference from the 

testimony was that the word 11 machines 11 was not arnbiguous. The circuit 

court reascned t!1at there cOuld only be a finding of ambiguity in the 

instruction "not to oil the machines" if there was also a finding that 

·the Cr.!ployee had at sorr.e time during his ernploy!nent been instructed to 

oil the machine or perform a similar task. Because the testimony re

vealed no such conflicting instruction, the court concluded that a 

finding of ambiguity based on the woid "machines II was c:ga_inst all of 
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the credi.:_1 le evidence present.:ed in the case. Accordh·.gly, ths: circ·Ji t 

The employee and the Department now appeal to this court, 

::'.'C.i . .s3..:-:c; ~-h,:: following issue: 

11 Are the findings of fact made by t.:.1e Ir.:>1stry, Labor 
and Human Relations Commission supported by credible evidence 
and reasonable inferences therefrom ·so as to be conclusive?" 

The scope of review of findings· of fact made by the Industry, 

Labor and Human Relations Commission in unemployment compensation 

matters is defined by statute as follows: 

"The, findings of facts made by the Commission acting 
within- its power-shall., -in the- absence. of fraud, be con
clusive. 11 Sec. 102.23 (1), Stats., incorporated by reference 
into sec, 108.09 (7), Stats, 

The test used by the court in reviewing the sufficiency of the 

evidence to support the findings is whether there is any credible 

evidence in the record sufficient to support the finding made by the 

Commission. R. T. Madden, Inc. v. DILHR, 43 Wis. 2d 528, 548, 169 N. W. 

73 (1969). As this court recently noted in E. F. Brewer Company v. 

DILHR, 82 Wis. 2d 634, 264 N. W. 2d 222 (1978), under this test, a 

court·· upon-- re-view -wi-1-1 a-f-firm .the. ... findings ____ _o_f P:I:_I,._tl_-R ___ _.tf there is -~-y 

credible evidence to sustain those findings. The fact that the evidence 

is in conflict is not a sufficient basis for the reversal of the find

ings of the Department. Even if the findings of the Department are con

trary to the great weight and clear preponderance of the evidence, 

reversal is not commanded because it is not the function of the review

ing court to determine whether the findings that were not made should 

have been made or could have been sustained by the_evidence. Rather, 

the inquiry_ is to whether there is any credible evidence to sustain the 

findings that were in fact made. ~ Unruh v. Industrial Commission, 

8 Wis. 2d 394, 99 N, W, 2d 182 (1959), and l3riqgs & Stratton Corp. v. 

ILl!R :s,oc;C\C c;·;Je;·.t, 43 Wis, 2d 398, 409, 168 N. w, 2d 817 (1969). It is 

the function of the Department, and not the reviewing court, to deter

mine the c~edibility of evidence or witnesses and it is for the Depart

ment to weiqh the evidence and decide what should be believed. R. T. 

Madden, Inc.,~, at p. 547. 

Similarly, this court has stated the rules governing the drawing 
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of interences from the evidence. In Vocational, Technical and Adult 

Education District 13 v. DILHR and William Gosy, 76 Wis. 2d 230, .251 

N. W. 2d 41 (1977), this court stated: 

"If only one reasonable inference can be drawn from 
the evidence, the drawing of that infe:rer.ce is a q1.1cs.t:i.cJ:i, of 
law, and the circuit court is not bound by the determination 
of the Commission. If, however, different inferences can re
asonably be drawn from the evidence, then a question of fact 
is presented and the inference actually drawn by the Commission, 
if supported by any credible evidence, is conclusive. 11 76 Wis. 
2d at p. 240. 

As the circuit court recognized, the question _in the instant 

case beco~es what inference can be drawn from the evidence presented 

in this case regarding the instructions given Waters about oiling the 

machines. Because we conclude the finding made by_the Commission that 

the supervisor 1 s instruction not to oil the "rnachines 11 was ambiguous, 

was reasonable and permissible, we reverse the circuit court's judgment. 

Although the alternative finding as made by the circuit court that the 

instruction was not ambiguous is also reasonable, the actual finding of 

ambiguity as made by the Commission is supported by credible evidence 

and is thus conclusive. ~ Vocational, Technical and Adult Education 

District 13 v. DILHR, 76 Wis. 2d at p. 240. 

The appellant, George R. Waters, began working for Eastex 

Packaging Division in the summer of 1974. Eastex produces cardboard 

cartons and boxes. Waters was employed as a general laborer, specifi

cally a "stock-hustler" or loader for the presses which cut and crease 

the c~rtons. The presses are operated by press-men who work on an 

elevated platform adjacent to-the press. 

sibil~ty to oil the presses. 

It is the press-men's respon-

The stock-hustler working on the ground level loads the card-

board stock at the input end of the press. The stock-hustler's job also 

consists of cleaning up around the press, emptying baskets, and helping 

the pres3-xen on the platfo=m lift the die when it is being replaced. 

Also, it is part of the stock-hustler's job, if he is not doin~ some

thing else, to strip the excess cardboard from the cartons as they come 

Testimony presented at the hearir.g established the.t Waters had 

ne•ier l::een instructed by anyone to oil the presses. On the other ha.."ld, 
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testimony was also presented indicating that no one had ever told 

waters not to oil the presses. The company did not provide a written 

job description covering the duties of a stock-hustler. Waters himself 

testified as to his understanding of his job r .... 'i.d stated that he was told 

to" ... load the press, clean up around the press and help the 

opera tors. 11 

Pursuant to a collective bargaining agreement, the company had 

a system of disciplinary notice by which an employee was provided with 

a written notice whenever disciplinary action of reprimand, termination, 

suspension or discharge was imposed on such employee. The company also 

had several specific written rules which applied to all employees. 

Specifically, Rule #3 provided that: 

11 Ernployees will. follow instructions of their supervisor. 11 

The minimum penalty provided for violation of Rule #3 was discharge. 

Testimony was also received from the third shift supervisor for 

whom Waters was working at the time of his discharge. The supervisor 

testified that Waters didn I t like to stiip and that two or three times 

a week the supervisor would have to get after Waters to remain at his 

post. This often happened when Waters, without authorization, te-ft"-hIS 

post and went to other areas in the plant to relieve other workers while 

they took breaks. The supervisor testified that Waters often left his 

job as a stripper in contravention of orders. 

The supervisor also testified about an incident which occurred 

on October 2, 1975, when Waters was assigned to Press 165 as a stock

hustler. A~cording to the supervisor, Waters reported to him that he 

thought the motor or compressor on the press was overheating and that 

it needed oil. The supervisor testified as follows: 

" ... He insisted that he put oil in it. I said 
no, I don't want you touching it. So we proceeded to walk 
towards the back of the machine. Then he remarked to me, 
dcn't you think I'm capable of oiling these presses? I said 
Geor_ge, that's not the point. I don't want you oiling these 
presses or touching them. It's the maintenance or the 
operator's job to oil the presses ... Machines, not presses. 
I said machines." 

night, October 3, 1975, when Press #65 was damaged. Wate=s was working 

his us~al shift when he noticed that the two small oil cups which 
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:·,::-'.'i, 0 lubrication for the chain of the machine, w_ere running out of 

h.:>t.crs testified that although he had no specific direction from i l. 

.1:-.:.,c:"',c to fill ~e oil cups, he often did so when he saw that it needed· 

:·;,_• dcnC. He estimated he had filled the cups r:1ore than a dozen times 

t.he past and stated that as far as he knew other stock-hus.tlers also :..n 

~!~en filled t~e cups. In fact, the president of the union testified 

t~ 3 t it was common for stock-hustlers to fill the oil cups and.he had 

.'!.~en stock-hustlers, including ·Waters, do so on several occasions. 

In order to refill the cups on October 3rd, Waters had to climb 

·..:? onto the press-men's platform. After he had refilled one cup, he 

set the oil can down on a ridge on the machine and maneuvered to get 

into position to fill the second cup. As he did so, the oil can fell 

into the machine damaging the gripper bars which moved the cardboard 
is 

stock through the press. Waters testified, and it/not disputed, that 

this was an accident and that he did not intentionally drop the oil can 

into the press.. The damage caused the press was later estimated to be 

$23,739.34, pro-rated over the remaining life eA-pectancy of the press 

!or·a loss estimate of $.4,547.62. 

At the hearing when questioned as to why he was oiling the 

fresses on October 3rd after his supervisor had told him on October 2nd 

~ct to oil the machines, Waters stated he thought the supervisor was 

~41.king ab~ut the motor or compressor. Specifically, Waters testified 

AJ follows: 

"A. He told me not to 
about the motor . 

. normally 

oil it and I thought he was talking 
He didn't say anything about what .I 

no. Like you should continue the normal things --

"A. The things that I normally did. 

"Q. What was the conversation in October of 1975? 

11
Q. Was that a corr.presser, or some reference to the 

compressor? 

11 A. Yes, the compressor. 

0
Q. Was that in reference to oiling the compressor? 

As indicated above, Waters also testified that no one had ever 

• • 
1 h:lm specifically to oil the presses. Prior to October 2nd, he had 



been told nothing at all about oiling the presses. (It was on the 

basis of this latter testi~ony that the trial court concluded that the 

supervisor's October 2nd direction not to oil the machines could not 

be considered ambiguous. According to the trial court, because Waters 

had never been told to oil the machines, or any part thereof, the super

visor's instruction not to oil the ~achine could not reasonably be inter

preted to be limited only to a direction not to oil the motor or 

compressor). 

Following the October 3r·d incident, Waters received a written 

notice of suspension effective October 6th, stating that he was indefin

itely suspended 11 
••• pendiiig further investigation of. the incident 

on 10/3/75 that resulted in damage to the f65 Bobst press." This was 

the first written disciplinary notice that Waters had received from the 

employer. Subsequently, on October 17, 1975, he received a written 

notice. of termination from the employer on which it was stated as 

follows: 

"We have thoroughly reviewed the incident which occurred 
the morning of 10/3/75 and which resulted in damage to the 
i65 Bobst die cutting press. You have been on suspension 
dur.ing ...... the ... inves.ti.ga.ti.on. o.f ..... th.is._ .. i .. n.ci.4.~.:r:i-.. t ..... ~.t .... is now ... <::>u.r .con-
clusion that your involvement in this inc.ide-nt warrants dis
charge in accordance with Article XVI, sec. 3 and 4 of the 
Collective Bargaining Agreement between the company and the 
United Paper Workers International Union, Local #1202. This 
is to notify you that your employment at Eastex Packaging, 
Inc. -- Forsberg Division -- is terminated effective October 
17, 1975." 

According to the rmion president, these were the only two 

disciplinary notices contained in Waters' employment file. 

Despite the fact that the reason for the discharge listed on 

Waters' termination notice -was the incident of October. 3, 1975, when 

a i65 press was damaged, the- employer at the hearin'g in this case, and 

again on this appeal, states that it has never taken the position that 

anyone ivI'.o has an accident or an error in judgment in the plant is 

subject to discharge. Rather, the employer contends that Waters' 

acciCental damaging of the press was but one incident in a pattern of 

negliger.cc nnd carelessness so frequent or recurrent that it consti-

tutes misconduct within ~he meaning of sec. 108.04 {5), Stats. Speci

fically at the hearing and again on appeal, tJ1e employer contends t...':.at 

Waters is guilty of misconduct barrihg him from unemployr:,ent cor.,per.sation 



benefits becaUse he consistently and intentionally disregarded and 

refused to follow the instructions of his supervisor -- such instruc

tions including directior£ to do stripping, to stay on the job and not 

go to other areas in th~ plant, and to not oil the machines. 

Most of the arguments made by the employer on this appeal con

cerning Waters I alleged consistent and recurrent failure to follow 

specific in~tructions 'given to him by hiS supervisor are immaterial. 

The appeal tribunal's finding in this case was limited t.o the specific 

instruction given Waters by his supervisor on October 2, 1975, to not. 

oil the machines. The circuit court on review also limited its dis

cussion to that particular instruction.· On appeal,-·review·is also-

limited to the finding regarding that instruction. It is not the 

function of the reviewing court to determine whether the findings that 

were not made should have been made or could have been sustained by 

the evidence. Rather, the inquiry on review is whether there is any 

credible evidence to sustain the findings that were in fact made. 

Unruh v. Industrial Cowmission, supra, at p. 398. 

The employer contends, and apparently the circuit.court agreed, 

that Waters' duties as a stock-hustler were clearly spelled out, and 

because such duties d.id not include oiling presses, he had no business 

doing so. 

The meaning of misconduct for unemployment compensation purposes 

was defined by this court in Boynton Cab Company v. Neubeck, 237 Wis. 

249, 259, 296 N. w. 636 (1941), as follows: 

" ... the intended meaning of the word 'misconduct', 
as used in sec. 108.04 (4) (a), Stats., [now nurrbe:ted 108.04 
(5)] is limited to conduct evincing such willful or· wanton 
disrega:.'.'d of an err.ploy-s.!' 1 s interests as is found in deliberate 
violations or disregard of standards of behavior which the 
emplcyer has the right to expect of his err~loyee, or in care
lessness or negligence of such degree or recurrence as to 
manifest equal culpability, wrongful intent or evil design, 
or to show an intentional and substantial disregard of the 
-em.::,l,::,~,~r's int:'P"'.'':'st:c; nr of the P.m91oyee's duties and obliqa
tions to his em?lo:;-::r. On the ot:-!cr ha.nd n'.ere inefficiency, 
unsatisfactory cc:iduct, failure in good performar.ce as a 
result of inability or inc~pacity, inadvertencies or ordinary 
negligence in isolated instances, or good-faith errors in 
judg~ent or discretion a=e not to be deemed 1 misconduct' 
within the meaning of the statute." 
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See also Consolidated Const. Co., Inc. v. Casey, 71 Wis. 2d 811, 817, 

238 N. W. 2d 758 (1976); McGraw-~Edison Co. v. DILHR, 64 Wis. 2d 703, 

711, 221 N. W. 2d 677 (1974); Baez v. DILHR, 40 Wis. 2d 581, 588, 589, 

162 N. W. 2d 576 (1968); Fitzgerald v. Globe Gr.ion, Inc., 35 Wis. 2d 

332, 338, 151 N. W. 2d 136 (1967); Liebmann Packing ca·. v. Industrial 

Commission, 27 Wis. 2d 335, 339, 134 N. w. 2d 458 (1965); Milwaukee 

Transformer Co. v. Industrial Commission, 22 Wis. 2d 502, 511, 126 .N. W.· 

2d 6 (1964); Cheese v. Industrial Commission, 21 wis. 2d 8, 16, 123 

N. W. 2d 553 (1963). 

Furthermore, when determining whether a worker's conduct is 

"misconduct"• which will disqualify such worker from unemployment com

pensation benefits, the employee's behavior must be considered as an 

intentional and unreasonable interference with the employer's interests. 

Milwaukee Transformer Co. v. Industrial Commission, supra, 22 Wis. 2d 

at 511, 512. 

We conclude on the record before us that oiling the cups on the 

press when they were empty and obviously in need of rep_lenishing,. cannot 

be considered an intentional and unreasonable interference with the 

employer's interest. On the contrary, the act o:f!"·--·reffiiiri9'-- the oil cups 

when needed, can be considered an act done in furtherance of the 

employer's interests. It is protective maintenance aimed at preserving 

the functioning of the expensive press. Furthermore, Waters viewed the 

job of stock-hustler as including the duty to help the press-men. The 

press-men had the responsibility to oil the machines. Therefore, when 

Waters ~iled the machine he was, in a broad sense, helping the press-men 

and was furthering the employer's interests. The only act of Waters 

which clearly was not done in the employer's interest was the dropping 

of the oil can into the press. However, it is undisputed that this was 

not an int.:::ntion:il act on Waters' part. ?✓.ere inefficiency, unsatis

factory conduct, ordinary negligence, and isolated instances of good

faith errors in judgnent or discretion, are not misconduct within the 

meaning of t.he statute ... Boynton Cab Comoany, supra, 237 Wis. at 259, 

260. 

Because Waters ad.t.ittedly had oiled the press more than a dozen 
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times in the past, ·the circuit court concluded that each individual 

act must be considered an act of carelessness in disregard of the 

employer's i~terest, and that therefore there was no credible evidence 

to support the Commission's finding that the Octcbcr 3!'.'d incident was 

an isolated act of carelessness. The circuit court'•s conclusion cannot 

withstand scrutiny. There i,s credible evidence in ·this record to es

tablish that October 2nd was the first time Waters was ever specifi-· 

cally told anything about oiling the presses. His testimony, which the 

appeal tribunal and the Commission were entitled to believe, clearly 

established that prior to that date, no one had said anything to him at 

all regarding oiling or not oiling th~ presses. Consequently, his act 

of oiling the·ptesses more than a dozen times prior to October 3rd can

not be deemed a course of inimical conduct. At the time he oiled the 

presses in the past, he Was not i,n violation of any specific instructions 

from his supervisor. 

Prior to October 2nd, there was never any specific direction, 

either written or oral, given to Waters prohibiting him from oiling the 

press. However, even if -there ha'd been, . it is ·well-established ·that-a 

violation of a valid work rule may justify discharge, but at the same 

time may not amount to statutory misconduct for unemployment Cornpensa

.tion purposes. cOnsolidated Construction Co., Inc. v. Casey, supra, 

71 Wis. 2d· at p. 819-820, and cases ·cited therein. The law presumes 

that the· employee is not disqualified from unemployment compensation 

and pl.aces on the employer the bllrden of introducing credible evidence 

sufficient to convince DILHR that some disqualifying provision should 

bar the employee··, s claim. Kansas City Star v. OILER, 60 Wis. 2d 511, 

602, 211 N. W. 2d 488 (1973). Ho such disqualification exists in the 

instant caSe. The accident which lead up to Waters' discharge involved 

the ro:1tine performance by him of an assumed task. He had- oiled the 

presses before and.had never been criticized nor reprimanded for doing 

so. Replenishing the oil in the cups is afl: act of general maintenance 

or labor involving no specialized skills. He had done this in the past 

without incident. The accident on October 3rd was, as the Corr.mission 

found, an isolated event of carelessness. His conduct was unintentional 
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and therefore cannot be considered misconduct as that term is used in 

sec. 108.04 (5), Stat_s. The record contains credible evidence to 

support this conclusio_n. Acc;:ordingly, the judgment of the circuit 

court rr-.ust be reversed with directicns to rein.state the order of the, 

Industry, Labor and Human Relations Commission. 

The judgrnent_is reversed. 
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